
Intro and Session 1 – Discovering Our Group

Learn

Throughout this program we will be learning in different ways, so that the material is as 
meaningful as possible for you in this online environment. The MSC sessions are divided into 
"weeks" (not calendar weeks, but a period of 7 days) which allow for three days of 
preparation, a day for the live session, and another three days to explore post-session 
material.

Before the Session
We'll make it clear what material you should read over before a session. Our time online 
together is precious, so there will be some material you need to cover before each session. 
Please make this a priority, as we will not have time to go over it again during our session. 
Thank you!

Live Session in Zoom

Material offered during our live MSC sessions in Zoom will have the benefit of interactive time
including space for questions and answers. Live sessions will generally introduce new material
that will launch us into a new practice.

After the Session

Other important material is offered after a session. Once again, it is important that you cover 
this material as we will be referencing it later in the program.

Optional Extras
Each week we will offer optional extra material, because we know there will be topics you'll 
want to delve into in more depth than we can offer here.

Practice
Practice is a valuable part of MSC. MSC is highly experiential, and you will get the most out of
it if you prioritize your time and energy in committing to practice.

Class Practice
We will always begin a session with some guided meditation. This might be a 
meditation we have learned in a previous session, or a new meditation. In addition to 
this, there will be at least one other formal or informal practice introduced each 
session. Formal practice is a meditation you would intentionally do as part of your day, 
sometimes referred to as being"on the cushion"; informal practice is something you 
would practice in your day, perhaps in response to difficult emotions, or simply to 
enhance your daily experience (sometimes referred to as "off the cushion")
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A note on informal practice: This includes taking responsibility for your own sense of 
safeness and continually checking in with what you need. If you need to take a break 
for part of a session or a full session, this is fully supported in the spirit of self-
compassion. If you do this, please just let Caroline Hoffman know at 
caroline@acompassionateheart.co.uk

You are invited (but not required) to begin a meditation practice as part of this 
program, or make some additions or alterations to an existing personal practice. We 
will offer some guidance on how to do this via video, written practice guidelines, audio 
recordings of meditations and meditation scripts.

Retreat
We will hold a 3-hour retreat in Session 7, which will be held online so that you can participate
from the comfort of your home. We realize this may not fit in with everyone's schedule, but 
we'd love to see as many of you at the retreat as possible. Being on retreat can be a 
wonderful way to consolidate our practice, and to give ourselves the gift of space, time, 
release and rest.

Refect
Reflecting is another important part of MSC. It is through reflecting on how our 
understanding of the material and our practice affects us, that we can really notice shifts in 
the way we relate to ourselves and our experience.

Refection during sessions
Every session includes some inquiry time. Inquiry is not a group discussion, but an 
opportunity for you to explore your experience with the teacher while the rest of the 
group learns from the exchange. Inquiry is usually a short exchange, where you'll be 
invited to think about your experience from a place of kindness, connection and 
presence. Sharing like this is always optional.

We will carefully guard session time so that everything during the session is about 
supporting your MSC learning.

Informal feedback after sessions

You'll be invited to stay after the session to offer informal feedback about the class or 
to ask questions. This is optional, as we realize you don't all have the time to do this, 
and you might need to unwind after a session. This is when we can get back into our 
heads and offer suggestions for changes and express how different parts of the session
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worked for us technically. Post-Session Gathering is also a place to connect with the 
teacher, in the way you might stay behind after an in-person class to have a chat.

Private Practice

Journaling  [a private practice]can be a great way to reflect privately on our experience.
You are encouraged to write about your experiences during this MSC. You might even 
like to purchase a special book that you dedicate to MSC journalling. You will not be 
asked to share the contents of your journal - it is purely for your benefit.

Discussion Board

For the duration of the program, you can contribute to the online discussion board in 
Haiku. This is a place to connect in between sessions, to share as much or as little as 
you would like about your practice and your understanding of the material, and to 
share other resources you've found.

Practice Partners

Part way through the program we will be offering you the opportunity to form small 
groups to meet (via Skype, Zoom, phone, or in person) to discuss your practice. This is 
an optional part of the program, but from previous experience, we've found that 
talking with other participants between sessions can be a lovely way to connect on a 
deeper level with the group.
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Week 1 - Discovering Our Group
September 20 - 26
Class  September 23

Week 2 - Discovering Mindful Self-Compassion
September 27 – October 3
Class September 30

Week 3 - Practicing Mindfulness
October 4 -10
Class October 7

Week 4 - Practicing Loving-Kindness
October 11 -17
Class October 14

Week 5 -Discovering Your Compassionate Voice
October 18 - 24
Class October 21

Week 6 - Living Deeply
October 25 - 31
October 28

Week 7 - Retreat
November 1 - 7
November  (3 hour session)

Week 8 - Meeting Diffcult Emotions
November 8 - 14
November 11

Week 9 - Challenging Relationships
November 15 - 21
November 18

Week 10 - Embracing Your Life
November 22 - 28
November 25
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About MSC and the Course

MSC was developed by Chris Germer and Kristin Neff in 2010. Chris brought his clinical 
expertise together with Kristin's pioneering research and they created the MSC program, 
which has continuously evolved since then. There are over 400 articles on self-compassion in 
the psychological literature (the research which will be discussed later).

Research has also been conducted on the MSC program itself. A randomized controlled trial 
(in which participants were randomly assigned either to MSC or a waiting list to take the 
program) demonstrated that MSC resulted in:

• Increases in self-compassion, mindfulness, and compassion for others.

• Decreases in depression, anxiety, stress, and emotional avoidance.

• Increases in social connectedness, life satisfaction, and happiness.

• All gains in wellbeing maintained one year later.

• Increases in self-compassion were linked to how much self-compassion practice 
participants did (either days per week spent meditating or times per day spent doing 
the informal practices).

We'll have a 5-minute break halfway through each session, but if you need to get up for a 
break, please mute your microphone, turn off your video and take your break.

• You can contact Caroline Hoffman at caroline@acompassionateheart.co.uk if you need 
to speak with the teacher.

• There will be written reflection exercises during some sessions, so please come with 
paper and pencil, your journal, or an open document on your computer.

• We are recording the sessions and will post the recordings to Haiku/PowerSchool 
Learning after each session. If at any time in a session you would like the recorder 
switched off, then we can do that. If we record something you are not comfortable 
with, we can edit it out. We want you to feel comfortable in our group.

• Downloadable recordings of all the meditations in the MSC program can be found at 
www.centerformsc.org.

• For all the latest research on self-compassion, you can visit Kristin Neff’s website 
www.self-compassion.org.
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MSC is an adventure

• More than a journey—MSC is an adventure. What is the difference between a journey 
and an adventure? An adventure takes us into uncharted territory where we are likely 
to encounter unexpected obstacles. Obstacles during MSC often include hidden 
memories and strong emotions. Discovering and overcoming those obstacles makes 
MSC more like an adventure than a journey—an inner adventure.

MSC is an experiment

• MSC is also an experiment—an experiment in self-discovery and self-transformation. 
We will be working in the laboratory of our own experience, and see what happens. 
Participants are invited to be researchers of their own experience.

• What are the qualities of a good scientist? (open-minded, curious, honest and flexible
—willing to follow the evidence wherever it leads without too many preconceptions 
about what should happen or what it means.) [Beginner's Mind]

Becoming one's own teacher

• Also, while you will be learning numerous techniques and principles of mindfulness 
and self-compassion, you should be experimental in how to tailor and adapt them to 
your own life. The goal is for everyone to become his or her own best teacher.

Diffcult emotions

• What kinds of difficult emotions do you think could arise in the class?

• You will definitely get in touch with difficult emotions or self-judgments. There is a 
saying, “Love reveals anything unlike itself.”  [what does that mean?] Note that this 
program is about building emotional resources, skills, strengths, and capacities to deal
with these difficulties.

If it’s a struggle, it’s not self-compassion!

• While self-compassion work can be challenging, the goal is to find a way to practice 
that’s pleasant and easy. Ideally, every moment of self-compassion involves less stress, 
striving, and work, not more.  It has the sound of relaxation: “Ahhhhhhhh.” 
Compassion also has the sound of tenderness: “Awwwwww” or “Ohhhhhh.”

• It is good to be a “slow learner.” Some people defeat the purpose of self-compassion 
training by straining to become self-compassionate. It is better to work hard at 
struggling less.

We'll talk about monitoring safety in our first class.
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The MSC program itself is our training ground for self-compassion. We will be touching in on 
mildly challenging emotions during this course, so that we can practice the tools of 
mindfulness and self-compassion that we're learning. We'll help you to approach this 
program with self-compassion. Allow the ends and the means to be the same. If you find 
yourself struggling during the course, ask yourself, “Is there any unnecessary effort that I 
can let go of?” Attend to your own comfort and wellbeing

Please take responsibility for your own emotional safety. The three circles below represent 
our "zones of safety"—safe, challenged, overwhelmed. Optimal growth and learning occurs 
when we are challenged. However, we can’t learn if we’re overwhelmed. We'll be offering you
tools for how to notice if you're feeling overwhelmed, and how to take care of yourself by 
"closing" and moving back toward safety—the inner circle. Instructions for closing when 
necessary are given throughout the program.

We'd love to get to know a little bit about you. Before we meet for Session 1, you're invited 
to share something about yourself on the Discussion Board that you can find in the class if 
you click on "Activities" at the top left hand of any page. Specifically, we'd like to know a little
bit about who you are, where you are in the world, and why you are here taking this online 
course.

Sharing is always optional. Please be aware that we might feel safer sharing on a discussion 
board than we would in person, so it's a good idea to re-read what you've shared to make 
sure you're comfortable with other people, who you don't know yet, knowing these things 
about you. There is plenty of time to share more deeply as we get further into the program.
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After the Session

Here are the guiding principals we created in class 1

Here are the Guiding Principles we created during Session 1. This is how we would like to treat each other so that we feel safe and 
comfortable and how we'd like to be treated ourselves:

 
• Confidentiality
• Respect
• Trust 
• Kindness
• Empathy
• Non-judgement
• Allowing vulnerability. space and honouring
• Positive regard for others
• Value when other people speak of their experiences
• Full attention when we are talking / No cross talk
• Curiosity
• Compassion
• Non-verbal cues for active listening/reflective listening
• Appreciation of sharing

Self Care
• Courage

If you would like to create some structure for a formal meditation practice, here are some tips:

Set aside a period of time in your day to simply sit and be with yourself, even if it's just 5 
minutes. Set an intention to do this each day as an act of compassion toward yourself, an 
act of goodwill and a desire for you to be well.

Listen to David Whyte's poem, "Start Close In" for some inspiration on how to start a 
meditation practice. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=030YqrN4SFc

Use this 1 minute meditation as often as you need it! https://www.pixelthoughts.co/#
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THE POWER OF RITUAL AND HOW WE CAN BE MOTIVATED EVERY DAY: LESSONS FROM
TWYLA THARP.

http://www.rebellesociety.com/2015/07/08/the-power-of-rititual-how-we-can-be-motivated-
every-day-lessons-from-twyla-tharp/

Twyla Tharp was born in Indiana, and was named after the local Pig Princess at the Annual Muncie 
Fair, who went by the name of Twila.

It wasn’t the prettiest of starts, but Tharp turned it into something beautiful.

She is widely regarded as one of the greatest dancers and choreographers of the modern era. She has 
toured across the globe performing her original work.

She is credited with choreographing the first crossover ballet, and has choreographed dances for the 
Paris Opera Ballet, The Royal Ballet, New York City Ballet, Boston Ballet, and many others. Her work
has appeared on Broadway, on television, and in films.

In 1992, she was awarded a MacArthur Fellowship, often called the Genius Grant, for her creative 
work.

To put it simply: Twyla Tharp is prolific. The question is, how does she do it?

The Power of Ritual

In her best-selling book, The Creative Habit, Tharp discusses one of the secrets of her success:

“I begin each day of my life with a ritual; I wake up at 5:30 A.M., put on my workout clothes, my leg 
warmers, my sweatshirts, and my hat. I walk outside my Manhattan home, hail a taxi, and tell the 
driver to take me to the Pumping Iron gym at 91st street and First Avenue, where I work out for two 
hours.

The ritual is not the stretching and weight training I put my body through each morning at the gym; the 
ritual is the cab. The moment I tell the driver where to go, I have completed the ritual.

It’s a simple act, but doing it the same way each morning habitualizes it — makes it repeatable, easy to 
do. It reduces the chance that I would skip it or do it differently. It is one more item in my arsenal of 
routines, and one less thing to think about.”

Let’s talk about what makes Tharp’s morning ritual so important, and how we can use it to master our 
own habits.

The Surprising Thing About Motivation

If you have trouble sticking to good habits, or fall victim to bad ones, then it can be easy to assume that
you simply need to learn how to get motivated or that you don’t understand how willpower works.

But here is the surprising thing about motivation: it often comes after starting a new behavior, 
not before. Getting started is a form of active inspiration that naturally produces momentum.
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You have probably experienced this phenomenon before. For example, going for a run may seem 
overwhelming or exhausting just to think about before you begin, but if you can muster up the energy 
to start jogging, you’ll often find that you become more motivated to finish as you go.

In other words, it’s easier to finish the run than it was to start it in the first place.

This is basically Newton’s First Law applied to habit formation: objects in motion tend to stay in 
motion. And that means getting started is the hardest part.

I often find this to be true with my articles. Once I begin writing, it’s much easier for me to power 
through and finish. However, if I’m staring at a blank page, it can seem overwhelming and taxing to 
take the first step.

And this, my friends, is where Twyla Tharp’s morning ritual comes back into the picture.

Rituals Are an On-Ramp for Your Behavior

The power of a ritual, or what I like to call a pre-game routine, is that it provides a mindless way to 
initiate your behavior. It makes starting your habits easier, and that means following through on a 
consistent basis is easier.

Habits researchers agree. Benjamin Gardner, a researcher in the Department of Epidemiology and 
Public Health at University College London recently published a paper in the Health Psychology 
Review that covered how we can use habits to initiate longer, more complex routines:

“A ‘habitual’ bicycle commuter, for example, may automatically opt to use a bicycle rather than 
alternative transport (so automatically enacting the first behaviour in a superordinate ‘bicycle 
commuting’ sequence, such as putting on a cycle helmet), but negotiating the journey may require 
higher-level cognitive input.”

In other words, getting started with a simple ritual like putting on a helmet or checking the air in the 
bike tires makes it easier to follow through on the bigger behavior (making the commute). If you focus 
on the ritual, the next step follows more automatically.

Twyla Tharp’s morning routine is a perfect example of this idea in practice. Naturally, there are going 
to be days when she doesn’t feel like getting out of bed and exercising. There are bound to be times 
when the thought of starting the day with a two-hour workout seems exhausting.

But her ritual of waking up and calling the taxi takes the emotion, motivation, and decision-making out 
of the process. Her brain doesn’t need to waste any energy deciding what to do next. She doesn’t have 
a debate with herself about what the first step should be. She simply follows the same pattern that she 
always does.

And once the pattern is in motion, the rest of the sequence follows more easily.

The key to any good ritual is that it removes the need to make a decision: What should I do first? When
should I do this? How should I do this? Most people never get moving because they can’t decide how 
to get started. Having a ritual takes that burden off your shoulders.
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The Idea in Practice

Here are some other examples of how you can apply ritual and routine to your habits and behaviors:

* Exercise more consistently: Use the same warm up routine in the gym

* Become more creative: Follow a creative ritual before you start writing or painting or singing

* Start each day stress free: Create a five-minute morning meditation ritual

* Sleep better: Follow a power down routine before bed

Whatever it is, make it your own. Use your ritual as an on-ramp for the bigger behavior and habits you 
want to build into your life. When you master the ability to mindlessly initiate the tasks that are 
important to you, it’s not necessary to rely on motivation and willpower to make them happen.

Where can you use a ritual or routine in your life? What behaviors do you want to do more consistently
and automatically? 
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Opening Meditation (from the beginning of class)

Finding a comfortable position

• Close your eyes

• Allowing sounds to come to the ears

• Coming to awareness of the body in the room, welcoming yourself with a greeting or 
inner smile of welcome

• Inclining towards yourself as you would towards a dear friend.

• Bringing awareness to physical bodily sensations - pleasant, unpleasant and neutral

• Appreciating the effort and good intentions that brought you here.

• Gently opening your eyes.

What is the difference between empathy and compassion? Is it possible to train compassion? 
Can it be measured? How useful is compassion training in schools, clinical settings, and end-
of-life care? Can the brain be transformed through mental training?

The free eBook: Compassion. Bridging Practice and Science by Tania Singer and Matthias 
Bolz describes existing secular compassion training programs and empirical research as well 
as the experiences of practitioners. The state-of-the-art layout of the eBook includes video 
clips and a selection of original sound collages by Nathalie Singer, and artistic images by 
Olafur Eliasson.

You can find out more about the book and access different download formats on this website.

http://www.compassion-training.org/
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